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Introduction:(1) The most noteworthy features of the poultry industry in
Trinidad are its complete lack of organisation and the absence
of statistics relating to its value and size. In addition there
is very little in the way of published information to aid the
poultry keeper,and particularly the peasant poultry keeper,who
accounts for the great bulk of the industry.
(2) It is emphasised that ;the quantity of eggs imported in
shell immediately before the war was around three thousand great
hundreds (120 eggs) (See Appendix 1) which is taken as an indication
that the local supply of eggs is insufficient and in addition
there were large importations of frozen and live birds(2)« The
way is therefore clear for development of the industry unless
it
certain factors make/ unwise or impractical to encourage the
keeping of larger numbers of poultry. It might be impossible,for
instance,to increase poultry without increasing the importation
of feeding stuffs which would mean that part of the profits would
be going out of the colony. The problems of disease and predators,
limiting the size of flocks,might be insurmountable without
increased equipment and the peasant,with very limited means,could
nfct respond easily to recommendations entaSLing much expenditure.
A clearer understanding of the problems and difficulties of all
types of poultry keeping is,undoubtedly,necessary before steps
are taken to organise and assist the industry in any oif its
branches.
(3) Successful and permanent development of the poultry industry
will depend,to a large extent,on giving assistance and encouragement
until
in the right quarters but/a broad picture of the existing industry
is obtained and its problems investigated it would be difficult
to decide on the best lines to follow. A study of the industry
is really the study of many individual flocks and it is along
this line that the greater part of the survey is made. One purpose
of the survey was to make it possible to present the difficulties
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with due consideration of the factors limiting recommendations.
Reasons for survey
(1)

A survey of poultry keeping in Triniddd was considered worth

while because it was popular and widespread amongst all classes.
The truth of this can be evidenced quickly by enquiry,observation
and listening for the crowing of cocks. An industry that is widespread
and popular should be worthy of assistance even if the average size
of flocks is small and more so in a country where livestock rearing
generally does not figure largely in agricultural enterprise.
(2) The insufficiency of eggs and poultry together with the
popular and widespread nature af poultry keeping suggested that
there were problems and difficulties working against the natural
development of the industry. The nature and seriousness of these
difficulties and problems needed enquiring after in order that
possible means of solution could be devised which would enable
the industry to meet the local demand.
(3) The survey carried out in wartime when the importation of all
types of goods and merchandise were curtailed showed up the
dependence of poultry keepers,and particularly intensive egg
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producers,on imported,proprietary, foods. The use of localproducts
as substitutes naturally came to the fore and showed up their
possibilities. It became clear that fill possible sources of
locally produced feeding stuffs,both suitable and sensible for
poultry feeding,needed looking into,not only for the purpose of
solving a wartime difficulty but also for seeing to what extent
the industry might be less dependent on imported foods in normal
times.
(4) Present agricultural policy advocating the development of
mixad farming (3) was considered to be a lead making it necessary
to look into the possibilities of poultry as regards the part
they might play in mixad farming schemes.

